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1. Introduction

Canada now has legislative regimes for class actions in several provinces and common law regimes in the remaining jurisdictions. It is increasingly possible for persons to be included in more than one class action. These persons can become subject to conflicting determinations of their rights. Defendants and class counsel may also be confronted with situations in which they are uncertain of the actual size and composition of plaintiff classes in actions in which they are involved. This can make it difficult for them to plan for the litigation or for the settlement negotiations.

Under the current law it is difficult to anticipate with certainty the impact of competing class actions on the resolutions of the disputes that are reached and to know which plaintiffs will be bound by which decisions. It is important, therefore, to develop a means to regulate the scope of the multijurisdiction class actions that may be commenced in the same or related matters in different Canadian jurisdictions. This comment outlines the means by which this can be achieved through existing certification processes.

† This comment has been adapted for use in a report by the Uniform Law Conference of Canada National Class Action Reform Project by Rodney Hayley, Geoffrey Aylward, Ward Branch, Chris Dafoe, Dominique D’Allaire, Aldé Frenette, Craig Jones, Steven Lamont, Peter Lown, Q.C., Andrew Roman, Genevieve Saumier, Paul Vickery, Q.C., Janet Walker and Garry Watson, Q.C.


Any proposal to resolve multiplicity in multijurisdiction class actions must address two kinds of questions. First, it must articulate clear standards and criteria for determining the appropriate scope of multijurisdiction classes in view of the potential for multiplicity. This is the substantive question. It will be discussed in the next section. There could be debate about these standards, and there will certainly be further development and refinement of our understanding of the criteria to be applied in individual cases. However, to the extent that the standards and criteria can be articulated in a preliminary way, the discussion of how best to coordinate multijurisdiction class actions can then focus on the separate procedural question.

Second, to address the procedural question, the proposal must identify the institutional mechanisms that exist or need to be developed that will prevent multiplicity in certification rulings. Several approaches might be considered. This comment will not consider mechanisms involving the Federal Court — either as a court that would exercise jurisdiction to decide multijurisdiction class actions, or as a court that would serve as an equivalent to the U.S. Multidistrict Litigation Panel in regulating the definition of the plaintiff classes in actions that would then be assigned to the provincial superior courts. It is far from clear that the Federal Court could exercise jurisdiction in either of these ways. An argument might be made for the exercise of jurisdiction by the Federal Court under the national concerns doctrine of the “peace, order and good government” power, but the determination by the Supreme Court that the Federal Court has neither pendent nor ancillary jurisdiction would seem to preclude it from taking on such a role under its constitutional mandate as presently understood. Accordingly, this comment will consider only the means by which multijurisdiction class actions might be regulated through existing certification processes. Although this comment seeks to develop a workable

4. Constitution Act, 1867, s. 91.
proposal that is minimally disruptive of existing institutional structures and court processes, its implementation could benefit from certain administrative innovations and informal initiatives for cooperation between courts. Some of these initiatives are immediately apparent, such as those involving informal cooperation between counsel in different provinces permitting a matter to go forward as a lead case in one province with the outcome being tendered for court approval in other provinces. Other innovations would become more apparent as experience is gained with the process of regulating multi-jurisdictional class actions.

2. The Substantive Question: Standards for Avoiding Multiplicity in Multijurisdiction Class Proceedings

The standards for resolving multiplicity in multijurisdiction class proceedings have not yet been articulated with precision. However, their basis may be discerned in the law of jurisdiction in Canada more generally. The Supreme Court of Canada has determined that the law of jurisdiction is subject to the constitutional requirements of the principles of order and fairness. The Supreme Court has also said that these principles are vaguely defined, serving primarily to inspire the interpretation of various private international law rules. Careful reflection on the fundamental principles of our civil justice system suggests that in the context of multijurisdiction class actions these principles may be described as a concern for access to justice (fairness) and for the avoidance of multiplicity (order).

(a) Access to Justice

One complication in coordinating multijurisdiction class actions arises from the fact that the law with respect to the certification of multijurisdiction plaintiff classes varies from province to province. In some provinces, such as Ontario, there are no special requirements

for membership in plaintiff classes based on residency. In other provinces, such as British Columbia, the legislation requires non-residents to take steps to join a plaintiff class. This hybrid, opt-out/opt-in approach is intended to ensure that determinations of the claims of persons who might seek relief in other courts are recognized by those courts as binding on those persons.

A person who takes active steps to participate in a proceeding will generally be regarded by other courts as bound by the result. However, using residency to determine whether or not a class action will bind a member of a plaintiff class who takes no step to join or to be excluded from the class is inconsistent with the general law of jurisdiction. For example, pursuant to the principles of order and fairness, persons whose claims have no other connection to the forum but who happen to move to the forum at some critical moment could probably argue that there was no real and substantial connection between their matters and the forum and, therefore, they are not bound by the decision in the class action. In a similar way, it would be odd to suggest that persons who happened to move away from the forum province would thereby become obliged to opt in to a subclass in order to participate in a class claim. Admittedly, neither of these propositions is likely to be tested because there is rarely sufficient incentive to sue separately on a class claim. However, these anomalies highlight the fact that residence is not ordinarily relevant to determining court jurisdiction. Residency is, therefore, a poor indicator of whether a class claim will likely include or bind a person otherwise falling within the class definition. Indeed, the regulatory function of class actions, particularly in consumer claims, suggests that identifying the forum in which a claim might reasonably be expected to be determined could provide better guidance as to whether a person might be regarded as included in the class and bound by the result.

If residency is not ordinarily relevant to the jurisdiction of a court over the claim, it may be wondered how class actions regimes have

10. Class Proceedings Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 50, ss. 6, 16. The Class Proceedings Act, C.C.S.M., c. C130, s. 6(3) provides that “A class that comprises persons resident in Manitoba and persons not resident in Manitoba may be divided into resident and non-resident subclasses.”

11. Although there may be some flexibility in this requirement developing in the jurisprudence. See Knight v. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd. (2005), 136 A.C.W.S. (3d) 1004, 2005 BCSC 172 (S.C.).

functioned within their respective provinces. The answer is that the operative feature of a class action regime is not, in fact, the provision that authorizes a court to exercise jurisdiction over a claim in which one person represents other persons who are residents with similar claims. Rather, the operative feature is the provision that obliges other courts in the province to treat the determinations made in the class claim as binding on those who fall within the definition of the class.\(^{13}\) Provincial class action legislation cannot create this obligation for the courts of other Canadian provinces. However, an obligation to accord preclusive effect to the judgments of other Canadian courts arises from the principles of order and fairness where there is a real and substantial connection between the matter and the forum. The suggestion that courts other than the court deciding the class claim must treat only forum residents who fall within the definition of a class as precluded from litigating the claim separately is an arbitrary stipulation that does not comport well with the principles of order and fairness in crossborder contexts.

Parties resisting the certification of multijurisdictional classes have focused on the question of whether a provincial superior court can exercise jurisdiction over non-residents. However, this is not the real question. The real question is whether other Canadian courts are obliged to grant preclusive effect to the judgment in respect of the claims described in the notice of certification. To the extent that the criteria used to define multijurisdiction classes for certification purposes are consistent with the constitutional principles of order and fairness, Canadian courts are obliged to treat the claims of members of classes defined in this way as finally decided in the class action, whether or not those class members reside in the forum. Accordingly, opt-in requirements for non-residents are not necessary to ensure that a decision in a class action binds non-resident plaintiffs. Further, opt-in requirements reduce access to justice for non-residents in multijurisdiction classes in the same way that opt-in requirements reduce access to justice for residents of the province in single-jurisdiction classes.\(^{14}\) Provided that a plaintiff class is defined in a certification order in a way that ensures that

---

13. For a more extensive discussion of this point, see J. Walker, “Crossborder Class Actions”, supra, footnote 3.

there is a real and substantial connection between the claim and the forum, the many reasons for adopting an opt-out regime for residents of a province in single-jurisdiction class actions apply equally to multijurisdiction class actions.

In sum, opt-in requirements for non-residents are based on unfounded concerns about the recognition by other courts of judgments in class actions. They create unnecessary restrictions on the ordinary scope of plaintiff classes — restrictions that impair the capacity of multijurisdiction class actions to serve the objectives of class actions generally. All three main objectives of class actions — access to justice, judicial economy and behaviour modification\(^{15}\) — are best served by ensuring that as many claimants as possible who might be entitled to recovery in a given claim are included in the plaintiff class regardless of their residence. This is a simple extension to the multijurisdiction setting of the principles on which class actions are based. Increased certainty in the definition of the plaintiff class could be achieved by adding the proviso to the basic definition of the class as certified that persons falling within the definition of any class previously certified in another court and those who take steps to be included in classes certified elsewhere are presumptively excluded from the class. Harmonized legislation that omits reference to residency could further clarify the situation, but it may not be necessary to facilitate opt-out multijurisdiction class actions if the courts regard their authority to certify them as a product of the constitutional requirements of order and fairness.

(b) Avoidance of Multiplicity

The Canadian jurisprudence on appropriate forum is among the most even-handed in the world. Canadian courts have demonstrated a strong commitment to ensuring that cases are determined in the forum that is most suitable based on the interests of all the parties and the ends of justice.\(^{16}\) In particular, Canadian courts have regularly given priority to factors affecting litigation convenience, taking into account the relative abilities of the parties to undertake the challenges of litigating in distant fora. They have also shown great confidence in the ability of other Canadian courts in alternative fora to take a balanced approach to resolving multiplicity


and accordingly to be entitled to their deference in making determinations of appropriate forum in related cases.\(^\text{17}\)

Accordingly, the main challenge in any mechanism for resolving multiplicity in multijurisdiction class actions through existing certification processes is to identify the factors that are relevant to adjudicative efficacy and administrative efficiency in the class actions context. These factors are not new. They have already begun to receive careful consideration in the emerging jurisprudence relating to adequate representation, particularly in the determinations of carriage and venue motions. The analysis in these decisions serves to provide a general framework for the kinds of factors that are relevant to resolving multiplicity.\(^\text{18}\)

The evolving jurisprudence will clarify the special considerations that arise in multijurisdiction situations. For example, where a distinct or distant group of persons stands to benefit from representation by local counsel before a court in that province, there may be some benefit to defining a class certified elsewhere so as to exclude that group. This could occur in situations where a widely used product with a common defect causes harm to consumers in several provinces but where consumers in one province have been harmed by a discrete product line from a particular manufacturer. This may also be warranted where the claims of one group of claimants will be resolved in accordance with the law of a forum that is different from the law that will govern the claims of other groups. The extent to which the interests of class members are better served through coordinated proceedings\(^\text{19}\) than they would be served through subclasses in a single proceeding is also a question that will be better understood as the jurisprudence develops. Moreover, even where there is no indication that the plaintiff class would be better


\(^{18}\) For example, Vitapharm Canada Ltd. v. F. Hoffman-LaRoche Ltd. (2000), 4 C.P.C. (5th) 169 (S.C.J.).

served if the matter proceeded in two or more different fora, there may be situations in which one forum is clearly more appropriate than another. This would prompt a determination of the appropriate forum along the traditional lines often undertaken in non-class litigation. The courts' considerable discretion to refuse to certify, to de-certify and to amend the definition of the class will continue to play an important cautionary role in encouraging appropriate proposals for the size and scope of plaintiff classes.

3. The Procedural Question: Coordinating Multijurisdiction Class Proceedings — Which Court Decides?

(a) "Second-Seized Principle"

There seems to be little doubt that Canadian courts are well equipped to adapt the familiar principles of appropriate forum to the context of multijurisdiction class actions. However, there remains the need to establish a mechanism for deciding which of two or more courts seized with similar or related class claims should make such a determination. It might seem unlikely that independently administered courts could establish a workable method of resolving instances of multiplicity in multijurisdiction class actions. Indeed, the U.S. Multidistrict Litigation Panel precedent suggests that this function could be served only by an independent body formed for the purpose. However, the strong core of common appreciation of the principles of order and fairness, and the considerable deference that Canadian courts have shown to one another, suggest otherwise.

Adapting the model used within the European Union, in which the court first seized of a matter has jurisdiction to determine it, Canadian courts could operate in reverse. It could be presumed that the court first seized of a class action would have carriage of it subject to counsel in another Canadian forum persuading the court subsequently seized that some or all members of the plaintiff class


would be better served by having the matter determined in the court in the latter jurisdiction. Thus, the court second-seized would have the primary responsibility for making this determination. This approach would be unworkable in some federal or regional systems. However, Canadian courts have shown sufficient confidence in one another to suggest that it could work well within Canada. Indeed, in situations of parallel class proceedings Canadian courts have sought counsel's advice on the status of related proceedings in an informal attempt to avoid multiplicity. Further, recognizing the potential for a second seized court to make such a determination would have a cautionary effect on preemptive strikes by counsel seeking to secure their carriage of matters that might better be undertaken by others or in other fora.

(b) Jurisprudential Developments/Institutional Mechanisms

This simple principle would need to be developed significantly in order for it to function well within the Canadian court system. First, procedures would need to be recognized for encouraging submissions in certification motions from counsel in class claims previously commenced in other jurisdictions, perhaps as interveners. This could include mandatory requirements for notice to counsel in related claims previously commenced. It could also include court-to-court communications based on the American Law Institute's Transnational Insolvency Project Guidelines, which have been endorsed by the Ontario and British Columbia courts for use in commercial cases.24 Second, in cases of parallel claims there may be more than two claims commenced, including more than one within a single jurisdiction. Sequencing protocols would need to be established for deciding which court would need to determine itself to be a more appropriate forum than which other court. For example, where actions were commenced in rapid succession, would a third seized court need to be persuaded that it was a better forum than both of the other courts? Third, to the extent that there could arise divergences of opinion from time to time between courts on the appropriate scope of classes certified in the same or similar claims, it would be necessary for the courts to develop standards for disagreeing with the results reached in other courts. Not only would it be helpful for courts to agree on the factors to be considered in determining appropriate forum (such as the similarity of claims and

legal issues, the location of the claimants and the events giving rise to the claim, and the location of the counsel with the most effective litigation plan), it would also be helpful for courts to agree on the level of deference to be accorded to the decisions of other Canadian courts in related claims. None of this is to suggest that these important developments would constitute preconditions to adopting this approach. Rather, it seems likely that these developments would occur as a natural consequence of doing so.

The main institutional innovation required by this approach would be a centralized registry\textsuperscript{25} for originating notices and statements of claim issued in class actions that could permit these documents to be accessed promptly upon their issuance. This would enable counsel considering commencing a claim in a matter to know whether other claims in the same or a similar matter had been commenced elsewhere, and to determine the extent to which they might give rise to a multiplicity of actions. Whether such a database would best be established through a cooperative effort of the provincial superior courts, or as a public service of a commercial legal database operator,\textsuperscript{26} or as a project of a not-for-profit legal database operator,\textsuperscript{27} would need to be decided. The only qualifications for it would be its public accessibility, its reliability, and the formal or informal endorsement of judges relying on it to decide these carriage/forum motions. The incentive for the class actions bar to ensure that it was well maintained would come with the entitlement to secure carriage of a multijurisdiction class presumptively by registering the claim, and to secure entitlement to notice and an opportunity to participate in any motion brought to determine whether other counsel subsequently registering a claim in Canada should be given carriage of the claim on behalf of part or all of the class.

Despite the looming challenges of multiplicity in multijurisdiction class actions, with the addition of a centralized registry for originating notices and statements of claim there appear to be ready means for addressing these challenges in the existing certification processes.

Janet Walker* 

\textsuperscript{25} Perhaps styled after the registry maintained by the Québec Bar online at \textltt{http://www.barreau.qc.ca}\textt{ or the Ontario government's Environmental Registry found online at \textltt{http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/envision/env_reg/ebr/english/index.htm}.}

\textsuperscript{26} \textit{E.g.}, Quicklaw, online at \textltt{http://www.quicklaw.com}.

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{E.g.}, Canadian Legal Information Institute, online at \textltt{http://www.canlii.org}.
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